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Introduction
Ventricular fibrillation (VF) is a result of  high frequency 

(dominant frequency  from 4.0-5.5 Hz, cycle length < 250 ms),  
irregular, interacting, re-entrant propagation of electrical excitation 
waves within the ventricular myocardium. This leads to cardiac arrest 
and death if not treated urgently with defibrillation. The electrical 
activity of VF may self-terminate [1] or be terminated by a  short, 
large amplitude (5-40 J) electrical shock delivered by an implanted 
cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) or 120-360 J applied externally.  
Defibrillation needs to be prompt: in animal studies  the threshold 
for defibrillation increases, and the probability of a successful 
defibrillation  decreases as VF persists [2].  Clinically, between  the 
first 5 and 15 seconds of VF  the probablility that a defibrillation 
shock is successful halves [3]. Defibrillation shocks can produce cell 
and tissue damage [4]. They are painful, and some patients find  the 
subjective effects of an ICD intolerable. Repeated  defibrillation 
shocks, even when appropriate  and successful,  are associated with 
increased morbidity and mortality [5]. Although life style changes 
and pharmacological agents can reduce the risk of VF, electrical 
defibrillation is the most effective means of treating VF [6]. There is  

therefore great interest clinically in the concept of achieving painless 
defibrillation by using a repetitive sequence of high frequency, low 
energy, antifibrillation pacing stimuli,  rather than a single large 
defibrillation shock. Defibrillation by high frequency pacing has been 
achieved in isolated perfusd atrial [7] and ventricular [8] preparations. 

Clinically, anti-tachycardia pacing  (ATP) is a short sequence of  high 
frequency pacing stimuli, where the pacing interval may be constant 
(typically 88% of the tachycardia cycle length), or determined by a 
decreasing fraction of  the preceeding cycle length [9].  Implantable 
cardioverter defibrillators may be routinely programmed to deliver a 
sequence of ATP once a tachycardia is detected.  Atrial ATP is not 
effective in terminating persistent episodes of atrial fibrillation [10], 
but  can terminate the  slower atrial flutter or tachycardia [11]. This 
has been exploited in reactive ATP, where ATP is applied whenever 
atrial fibrillation spontaneously transitions to  flutter or tachycardia 
[12]. Terminating these more organised episodes slows the disease 
progression and leads to a reduced atrial fibrillation burden [13].

ATP  is well established for the control of “slow” ventricular 
tachycardia, with  cycle length more than 250 ms [14]. A defibrillation 
shock may then be applied if the ATP sequence had failed. A role for 
ATP in VF , however, has not been established.

Downloads from implantable cardiac devices,  and intra cardiac 
recordings during clinical electrophysiological testing in humans, can 
provide time series data for characterising idiopathic and induced 
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Abstract
Cardioversion and defibrillation by a single high energy shock applied by myocardial or body surface electrodes is painful,  causes long 

term tissue damage, and is associated with  worsening long term outcomes, but is almost always required for treatment of ventricular 
fibrillation .

As a initial step towards developing methods that can terminate ventricular arrhythmias painlessly, we aim to determine if  pacing stimuli 
at a rate of 5/s  applied via  an implantable cardiac defibrillator (ICD) can modify human ventricular fibrillation.

In 8 patients undergoing defibrillation testing of a new/exchanged intracardiac defibrillator,  five seconds of  pacing at five stimuli per 
second was applied during the 10-20 seconds of  induced ventricular fibrillation before the defibrillation shock was automatically applied, 
and the cardiac electrograms recorded and analyzed.

The high frequency pacing did not entrain the ventricular fibrillation, but altered the dominant frequency in all 8 patients,  and modulated 
the phase computed via the Hilbert Transform, in four of the  patients.

In this pilot study we  demonstrate that high frequency pacing applied via ICD electrodes during VF can alter the dominant frequency and 
modulate the probability density of the phase  of the electrogram of the ventricular fibrillation.
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Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from each patient.

Consecutive patients undergoing de novo implant, revision, or 
generator change of trans-venous implantable cardiac defibrillator 
(ICD) or cardiac resynchronisation defibrillator (CRT-D) devices at 
the West Yorkshire Arrhythmia Service, Leeds General Infirmary, 
and who were to undergo planned defibrillation testing as part of 
their routine medical care, were included in this study [Table 1]. 
The ICD or CRT-D device and trans-venous leads were implanted 
according to standard of care. The device pocket was prepared at the 
left pectoral region.  After the pocket was closed, VF was induced 
from the implanted device using either 2 s of pacing at a rate of 
50/s   by 8.0 V and 1.5 ms rectangular pulses,  or a by delivery of a 5J 
shock on the T wave. Prior to 50/s pacing VF inductions, the ICD 
capacitors were charged to intended defibrillation energy to reduce 
time to the  defibrillation shock. VF was induced only once in any 
one patient.

All patients were implanted with ICD or CRT-D. A programmer 
was used for programming and interrogation of the implanted device 
and to induce VF using the electrophysiological testing capabilities 

VT and VF in humans [15].  During clinical defibrillator testing in the 
cardiac catheterization laboratory, the 10-30 s of induced VF provides 
a narrow window for examining any effects of applied perturbations 
on the  recorded VF. 

In this  percutaneous human pilot study using standard  clinical 
intracardiac defibrillation hardware,  within the confines of a hospital 
cardiac electrophysiology catheter intervention  laboratory,  the 
objective was to determine whether the delivery of high frequency 
pacing at 5/s via intra-myocardial defibrillator leads during VF can 
alter the quantitative characteristics of the cardiac electrograms 
(EGMs) during VF.

Methods
This study was registered on ClinicalTrials.gov on 14th 

December 2015 with the ClinicalTrials.gov registration number: 
NCT02629445, and received ethics approval from the North West 
- Greater Manchester West Research Ethics Committee (15/
NW/0722). The study protocol  was carried out in accordance with the 
relevant guideslines and regulations of the Leeds General Infirmary, 
and conforms to the ethical guidelines of the 1975 Declaration of 

Table 1: Patient Characteristics.

Patient Number Age Gender LV Function Ischaemia Device Type DFT Performed Induction Type CS Lead Configuration

1 67 Male Severe Y ICD N na na

2 80 Male Severe Y CRT-D N na LV2-LV3

3 51 Male Severe N ICD Y 50/s na

4 73 Male Severe Y CRT-D Y 50/s LV1 - Coil

5 54 Female Moderate N CRT-D Y T wave shock LV tip - RVC

6 74 Male Severe Y CRT-D Y 50/s LV3-LV4

7 83 Male Severe Y CRT-D Y T wave shock Unknown

8 69 Male Severe N CRT-D N 50/s Bipolar

9 73 Male Moderate N CRT-D Y 50/s LV3-LV4

10 47 Male Severe N ICD N T wave shock na

11 57 Female Normal N ICD Y 50/s na

12 30 Male Severe N ICD Y 50/s na

13 29 Female Severe N ICD N na na

The study protocol could not be carried out in patients highlighted in gray. Fibrillation was induced either by 2 s of pacing at a rate of 50/s   by 8.0 V and 1.5 ms rectangular pulses,  or a by delivery of a 
5 J shock on the T wave.

Table 2: Quantitative characteristics of ventricular fibrillation during testing.

Patient Phase modulation pre-pacing Phase modulation during pacing Phase modulation post-pacing DF pre-pace DF during pace DF post-pace

3 0.0241 ± 0.0120 0.0135 ± 0.0103 0.0156 ± 0.0035 5.10 ± 0.14 5.39 ± 0.21 5.28 ± 0.28

4 0.0066 ± 0.0075 0.0082 ± 0.0026 0.0053 ± 0.0030 3.71 4.11 4.09

5 0.0354 ± 0.0208 0.0405 ± 0.0378 0.0474 ± 0.0383 4.35 ± 0.98 4.42 ± 0.21 4.43 ± 0.03

6 0.0148 ± 0.0080 0.0191 ± 0.1175 0.0079 ± 0.0029 5.13 ± 0.58 5.37 ± 0.06 5.50 ± 0.13

8 0.0148 ± 0.0135 0.0133 ± 0.0079 0.0082 ± 0.0020 4.66 ± 0.17 4.91 ± 0.16 4.87 ± 0.46

9 0.0222 ± 0.0179 0.0081 ± 0.0043 0.0087 ± 0.0054 4.87 5.12 4.73 ± 0.20

10 0.0308 ± 0.0221 0.0381 ± 0.0279 0.0200 ± 0.0106 4.95 ± 0.13 5.0 5.80 ± 0.35

12 0.0113 ± 0.0091 0.0631 ± 0.0216 0.0086 ± 0.0063 4.16 4.94 ± 0.04 4.59 ± 0.06

All 0.0200 ± 0.0156 0.0255 ± 0.0249 0.0152 ± 0.0178 4.62 ± 0.49 4.91 ± 0.43 4.91 ± 0.58

Phase modulation = modulation amplitude of probability densities (as in figure 4). DF = Dominant Frequency (Hz)
Data are mean ± standard deviation across all EGM/pseudoECG channels. Where no standard deviation is presented, the same DF value across all channels was obtained.
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of the implanted defibrillator. A breakout box was connected to 
the programmer and provided access to analogue signals that were 
continuously telemetered from the device. The breakout box provided 
analogue signals for the device marker information, the far field ECG 
was derived from the implant, and two EGM channels were derived 
from the right and/or left ventricular lead system. The EGM source 
and source sensitivity were selected on the programmer, depending 
on the lead system and EGM signal amplitude. Analog signals were 
digitized at 22 bit amplitude resolution and 500 samples/s using 
standard data recording equipment. 

Once VF was induced, repetitive 5/s pacing was delivered from 
the RV tip or an LV electrode for approximately 4-5 s at a cycle 
length of 200 ms, at maximum output of 1.5 ms pulse width and 8.0 
V. The pacing frequency was selected as it was within the range of 
dominant frequencies characteristic of human ventricular fibrillation 
and faster than the frequencies used in anti-tachycardia pacing [15].  
EGMs were recorded from the RV coil and the atrial electrode for 
the right ventricle, and between the two LV electrodes adjacent to 
the LV stimulation electrodes for the left ventricle. Each patient only 
underwent one defibrillation test.

Data were converted from its proprietary poly5 (TMSI Porti) 
format and exported as .csv files, which were analysed (Short Term 
Fourier Transform, Hilbert Transform for phase) and plotted. Prior 
to analysis, the signals were low pass filtered with a 45Hz cut off 
and high pass filtered with a 1Hz cut off.  We performed a Hilbert 
transformation analysis [16]. If v(t) and p(t), both of the same duration, 
are the recorded EGM and a 5Hz cosine phase locked to the repetitive 
pacing signal, and       and       are their Hilbert transforms, the phase 
was calculated from equation 1: 

                                                                                                  (1)
Dominant frequency and phase values were calculated during VF 

before, during and after the pacing intervention. The differences in 
dominant frequency and phase were quantified.

The phase, computed using the Hilbert transform from equation 1 
as demonstrated in [Figure 2D], is bounded and distributed between, 
-90° and +90°. If there is no relation between the EGM and the 
reference signal, the phase will be uniformly distributed, with the 
probability density histogram fluctuating randomly about a constant 
value of 1/180°. Modulation of the probability density histogram is 
used as an indicator of a phase entrainment  by the high frequency 

Figure 1:

Sample raw recordings from CRTD/ICD.  During a defibrillation test ventricular fibrillation is induced by (A) manually controlled 50/s 
repetitive stimulation, and, if this fails on the second attempt, by (B) 9 stimuli ( 8.4 V, 1.5 ms, cycle length 410 ms)  followed by a 5 J   
shock  after 400 ms. The 5/s pacing burst is switched on manually after VF has been established for about 5 s. The red lines in A and 
B mark the defibrillation shock controlled by the ICD algorithm, the green line  in B the shock on the T-wave, controlled by the device. 
(a) is the marker channel (upward stroke atrial signal, downward stroke ventricular signal), (b) the far field EGM -  pseudo ECG, (c) 
EGM1 and (d) EGM2. A is from patient 8, B from patient 5.
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pacing intervention of the EGM during ventricular fibrillation. The 
modulation of the probability density histogram was quantified using 
the amplitude of a single cycle of a cosine fitted to the histogram.

 
Data is represented as mean ± standard deviation unless otherwise 

stated.

All data generated or analysed during this study are included in 
this published article (and its Supplementary Information files).

Thirteen patients were enrolled. Eight patients underwent the 
pacing protocol with defibrillation testing . Defibrillation testing 
could not be performed for clinical reasons in the five excluded 
patients. The baseline characteristics of the patients studied and the 
devices which were implanted are shown in [Table 1].

50/s stimulation induced sustained VF in 6 of the 8 patients. In 
the remaining 2 patients, sustained VF was initiated by a low energy 
shock synchronised to the T wave. The interval between initiation 
of VF until defibrillation shock delivery from the implanted device 
was < 20.4 s (18.03 ±2.3s ) , giving  6.79±1.03 s of VF before pacing, 
4.87±0.834  s of VF during 5 /s pacing and 6.38±2.13 s of VF after 
pacing (see Supplementary data).

The magnitude of the EGMs during ventricular fibrillation, either 
as the peak-peak amplitude of the three EGM signals, as in [Figure 
1B,C,D] and [Figure 2B], or as the root-mean-square amplitude/
Hz of their frequency spectra, did not change during high rate 
high output ventricular pacing intervention . A clear reduction in 
amplitude was only observed in one patient (see Supplementary 
Figures). 

Figure 2:

Characterization of ECG surrogate during ventricular fibrillation induced by 50/s pacing: (a) marker channel;  (b) the  far field EGM -  
pseudo ECG (low-pass filtered to 45 Hz, zero-meaned and normalised); (c) Chrono-spectrum of pseudo ECG, the normalized root mean 
square amplitude of the spectrum is colour coded with a linearly mapped colour look-up table. (d) Phase angle of ECG surrogate, 
estimated by equation (1). The red box outlines the period of pacing at 5/s  Data from patient 12.
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propagating wave, or a boundary of the tissue. These irregular, 
moving, writhing narrow sheets form the recovered  excitable tissue 
that can be influenced by electrical stimuli or shocks.  The electrical 
stimulation  alters  the spatio-temporal pattern of propagation, by 
altering the cell membrane potentials, tissue excitability , or exciting 
new action potentials, If the excited cells form a compact, sufficiently 
large volume of tissue, activity can propagate and capture surrounding 
myocardium. 

The theory of nonlinear waves in excitable media provides  an 
understanding of the spatio-temporal structures and dynamics of the 
electrical activity driving VF, and how they are modified by anisotropic 
propagation and heterogeneities [19]. Optical mapping in vitro 
experiments can give a two dimensional, surface view  of re-entrant 
arrhythmia, and  when combined with simultaneous high resolution 
ultrasound imaging the  associated three dimensional  scroll wave 
mechanical filament has been recorded in animal hearts [20]. Bidomain 
theory [21] provides an approach to how stimulation from electrodes in 
or near the heart can excite and pace the myocardium, or defibrillate 
via the induction of virtual electrodes [22]. These theories have been 
used to design [23] and test  methods to produce defibrillation by  
repetitive trains of small amplitude electrical stimuli, numerically [24, 

25] , in vitro, on cell cultured preparations and isolated perfused hearts,   
and in acute animal preparations [8, 26 -27]. 

The physical rationale for defibrillation by low amplitude repetitive 
pacing is that if VF  is driven by  interacting, multiple re-entrant 
waves, then progressive elimination of these re-entrant waves or 
rotors will terminate fibrillation [21,25]. If an isolated rotor is idealized 
as a pinned or a meandering  free stable spiral or scroll wave in a 
two and three-dimensional excitable medium [28], then repetitive 
perturbations can unpin it and also produce a drift in the position 
of the core, or filament, of the wave. Repetitive, appropriately timed  
stimulation would act to  gently push the core out of the medium [23].  

The amplitude Fourier spectra of the EGMs during the VF before, 
during and after pacing have the harmonic structure characteristic of 
a repetitive waveform, with a single, large, dominant frequency (DF) 
component and smaller peaks at integer multiples of this DF [Figure 
3A].  In all eight patients the high frequency pacing increased the  
DF of the ventricular fibrillation EGM, from  from 4.6 ± 0.47 to 
4.9  ±  0.41  -  see data in [Table 2]. The increase of the dominant 
frequency was maintained throughout the rest of the episode until 
the VF was defibrillated [Figure 3B]. The DF change from 4.6 ± 0.48 
to 4.9 ± 0.58 Hz   from the pre- to post-pacing intervals.

Estimated probability density histograms are illustrated in [Figure 
4A-4D]. During pacing [Figure 4C]  there is clear modulation of the 
probability density. [Figure 4E] shows an increase in the  amplitude 
of the modulation of the probability density histogram in 4 of the 8 
patients.

The quantitative characteristics of the dominant frequency and 
phase are presented in [Table 2].

Discussion
VF is sustained by irregular, multiple  re-entrant wave trains that  

are propagating  in the excitable myocardial tissue, with a velocity 
of 0.2-0.7 m/s  and have a rate of ~5/s [17]. During clinical VF there 
can be about 10 re-entrant sources [18] that generate  propagating  
wavefronts The waves are composed of irregular action potentials, 
that spread into tissue that has recovered its excitability, by local 
circuit currents. 

The tissue into which the depolarising wavefronts  of the action 
potential propagate at any instant in time will be smoothly crumpled, 
curved sheets, of variable width, each  ahead of a propagating 
wavefront, and behind the repolarisation waveback of the  preceeding 

Figure 3:

Dominant frequencies of cardiac electrograms during induced ventricular fibrillation: (a) normalised rms amplitude spectra of initial 
VF (black) that is followed by  5 s of  5 /s pacing (red) then  VF  (blue) before automated defibrillation. Patient 12. Frequency scale 
expanded in inset. (b) dominant frequencies of VF electrogram before (pre), during (pace) and after (post) pacing at 5 /s. Numbers 
adjacent to each plot correspond to patient number as in table 1.
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A few bursts of far field repetitive stimulation of ~10% defibrillation 
single shock amplitude have been shown to be able to terminate re-
entry in an isolated  canine heart [26].

Although the possible  mathematical, physical and biophysical 
mechanisms of defibrillation can be dissected in isolation in animal 
and tissue model systems, and the isolated perfused human heart 
[29]  mechanisms for clinical defibrillation need to be studied and 
tested in human hearts, as the quantitative  details of propagation 
phenomena are species specific, and in vivo, as cardiac excitability and 
propagation are influenced by sympathetic activity . 

In this first in human study, we have demonstrated that 5/s  
high frequency high output pacing intervention applied via ICD 
electrodes during VF can alter the  quantitative characteristics of  the 
VF electrograms. These changes with  time, of  frequency, phase and 
amplitudes imply that the spatio-temporal pattern of activity, or the 
propagating activity, that produces ventricular fibrillation  have been 
modified by the pacing stimuli.  In these experiments the VF before 
and after the pacing act as the controls, and the VF during the pacing 
as the test. 

There is an apparent increase in the DF from before pacing to during 
pacing ([Figure 3B, [Table 2]). This higher DF can be  maintained 
post pacing.  However, the increase in DF  may not be produced 
by the pacing itself, but result from the evolution of  the properties 
of VF with time since its initiation, as seen in unpertubed, induced 
VF [17]. Since the duration of the pre-, during and post-pacing VF 
recordings are short, the spectral estimates have a low resolution and 
consistency (few degrees of freedom). However, the values in [Figure 
3B] are consistent with:

• the range of DF in optical recordings of evoked VFevoked 
episodes in isolated perfused human hearts , from 5.4 to 6.8 Hz [29], 

• the increase in the global  mean DF of the cardiac electrograms  
reported between 1 and 30 s during induced episodes of VF in vivo, 
from 3.9 ± 0.8  to 5.9± 1.0 Hz  [30] 

• and the increase in DF, at a rate of rate of 0.018 ± 0.005 Hz/ 
s during VF induced by burst pacing reported during open chest 
surgery using a 256 electrode epicardial sock  [30].

The modulation of the estimated probability density histograms 
([Figure 4], [Table 2])  for the phase is only observed during the 5 
/s pacing, and is a reversible effect of the 5 /s pacing.  Modulation 
is observed in the far field ECG channel, and both recorded EGM 
channels of [Figure 1], in 4 of the 8 patients.The EGMs for each 
of these channels is the potential between two adjacent electrodes 
on the ICD leads. In a mono-domain and bi-domain models of the 
heart this would be modelled by a weighted integral of the spatio-
temporal activity. Any change in the EGMs produced by the pacing 
could be produced by changes in both, or either of, the temporal and 
spatial activity during VF.

The 3D spatio-temporal pattern of activity during clinical VF has 
not been observed. In isolated, perfused hearts, the epicardial surface 
pattern of excitation during VF (with phase singularities identified 
as the intersection of a reentrant vortex filament with the surface) 
are consistent with VF resulting from multiple reentrant vortices [17 

-19]. The re-entrant waves propagate into tissue that has recovered its 
excitability. Numerical modelling of the evolution of VF following 
initiation of a single scroll wave by an S1S2 protocol shows that 
during the first 30 s of induced VF there are multiple, irregular re-
entrant waves with fluctuations in the number of vortex filaments, 

Figure 4:

Estimated probability density histograms for phase relative to 5Hz cosine, calculated by equation (1), during induced fibrillation (a) 
during 50/s pacing induction (b) before 5/s pacing (c) during 5/s pacing and (d) after 5/s pacing and before defibrillation shock.  
The red dashed line is the density predicted on the assumption that there is no relation between the cardiac electrogram during 
fibrillation and the 5/s pacing signal (it is 1/18 as the bins  are 10° wide). Patient 12 channel b. (e) Modulation amplitude of the 
probability densities (pre) before pacing, (pace) during 5/s pacing and (post) after 5/s pacing and before defibrillation shock. 
Numbers adjacent to each plot correspond to patient number as in table 1.
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Supplementary Materialswhich range between 5-20 (mean~11)  [31]. During VF there are thin, 
moving, sheet-like volumes of tissue that have recovered excitability, 
and are ahead of and about to be invaded by the propagating wave-
front surfaces. Parts of this spatio-temporal excitable gap that are 
close to the active electrodes may be excited by the pacing stimuli, 
either sub-threshold, or initiating action potentials that propagate 
and capture a surrounding volume. A changed distribution of 
excitability in the excitable gap and/or partial capture would account 
for the modulation of phase probability density and increase in DF 
shown in [Figure 3-4].

The high frequency pacing burst did not terminate the VF in any 
of the subjects, but phase entrainment of the cardiac electrograms 
was produced.  The phase entrainment reflects a decrease in the 
complexity, or increase in the orderliness of the  VF, simplifying VF to 
a process closer to a high frequency VT. The ability of high frequency 
periodic stimuli to modify the spatio-temporal patterns of  the 
electrical activity that produces VF raises the possibility of modifying 
VF to a VT  that can then be terminated by an appropriately timed,  
repetitive sequences of pulses.

Study Limitations
The number of leads for pacing and sensing, and their positioning, 

is determined by the implanted device, and is not designed to be 
optimal for capturing myocardium. Multiple or long line elctrodes 
that provide wide area, surface stimulation of the ventricule would 
be more effective [32]. In order to minimise the duration of VF, and 
therefore risk to the patient, stimulation was not prolonged beyond 
five seconds, and there was only one test per patient, to allow the 
defibrillation shock to be applied within 10 seconds. The effects of 
repeated and prolonged stimulation could  be investigated in animal 
or in vitro experiments. 

The principal limitation of this proof of concept study  is the small 
number of participants, hence the paucity  of statistical analysis. 
Defibrillation testing is now no longer routinely undertaken, and 
therefore it would be difficult to increase patient numbers.
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Conclusion
In this first in human study, we have demonstrated that a high 

frequency (5/s)  high pacing intervention can modify VF, presumably 
by exciting or possibly by capturing parts of the myocardium in 
the excitable gap of VF. Harnessing this has potentially useful 
implications in extending the delivery of painless pacing from 
slow and fast VT  to VF. Such development could be approached 
by  incorporating data acquired during invasive clinical ventricular 
electrophysiological investigation and mapping  (illustrative examples) 
with  computational simulations (repeated experiments within the 
same ventricular geometry, or over populations of geometries) [33].

Table 1: Duration of VF pre-pacing, during pacing and after pacing before 
automatic defibrillation

patient 50/s 
pacing

pre-test 
control

test 5/s 
pacing

post-test 
control

total VF 
duration before 
defibrillation 
shock

comments

3 4.238 4.054 5.45 6.62 20.362

4 2.742 3.588 3.646 8.872 18.848

5 N/A 6.804 4.722 7.346 18.872 Shock on T

6 3.132 3.274 4.642 5.152 16.2

8 2.652 3.778 4.432 2.48 13.342

9 3.352 3.288 6.434 5.06 18.134 First 2 VF 
inductions self-
terminated

10 N/A 8.196 5.238 6.674 20.108 Shock on T

12 3.216 1.916 4.44 8.826 18.398

Patients 5 and 10 : two episodes of 50/s stimulation failed to induce VF, and the data is from the 
shock on T initiation that precedes the defibrillation. For patient 10, the 8.2 s of VF preceding the 
test 5/s pacing includes a short period of pacing.
The data sets, from the last cycles of normal sinus rhythm, through VF induction and pacing, to the 
defibrillation shock, are illustrated in the following figures. A,B,C and D are the channels of a,b,c 
and d of Figure 1.
These data are attached in a .csv file as Holdenetal Supplementary Data.csv in the format:
Link for Patient_ID.csv File:
http://jafib.com/PMC/XML/Inprogress/2217/Patient_ID.csv

Figure S1: Supplementary Figure 1
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Figure S2: Supplementary Figure 2

Figure S3: Supplementary Figure 3

Figure S4: Supplementary Figure 4

Figure S5: Supplementary Figure 5
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Figure S6: Supplementary Figure 6

Figure S7: Supplementary Figure 7

Figure S8: Supplementary Figure 8
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